PS4-052U

TROUBLESHOOTING
PlayStation 4/PlayStation 3 system will not turn on with the PS Button.
This product cannot turn on the PlayStation 4 or PlayStation 3 console with the PS Button, so please turn the system on normally.

Controller does not function.
Unplug the USB cable and plug it back into the system, making sure the USB cable is inserted completely.
Make sure the hardware selection switch on top of the wheel is set correctly. (PS4-N for PlayStation 4)
Make sure the hardware selection switch is not set to PS4-S.
Make sure both the PlayStation 4/PlayStation 3 system software is up to date.

Steering Wheel or Pedals do not respond.
Make sure the hardware selection switch on top of the wheel is set correctly. (PSN-N for PlayStation 4)
Make sure the foot pedal unit is connected to the port on the back of the steering wheel unit.

Directional Pad does not respond.
Make sure the Directional Buttons Control Toggle Switch is set correctly.
(Pease refer to the manual on how to set the Directional Buttons Control Toggle Switch.)

Buttons do not function / Buttons activate incorrect function.
Check to see if the ASSIGN LED is lit RED (this indicates buttons have been programmed).
If it is RED, reset all functions to default by holding the ASSIGN Button for three seconds then pushing the PS Button.

Steering turns on its own. / Steering control is off.
Unplug and re-insert the USB plug without touching the steering wheel and making sure the steering wheel is straight.
Check to see if the Dead Zone Settings and Sensitivity Setting are set correctly. (Please refer to the user manual for instructions.)

Cannot insert suction cups.
① If it is difficult to insert suction cups, strongly pinch the suction cups like the pictures below so the teeth bend upward.
② With the teeth bent upward like this, insert into slot and turn strongly to the left to lock in place.

Foot pedals slide around.
Make sure the foot pedal base plate is opened.
Keep your heel on the base plate while operating the pedals. Use the pedal on a smooth surface.

